October 24, 2019

MEMORANDUM
To:

Wildwood Historic Preservation Commission Members

From: Department of Planning and Parks
Re:

Location Options for the Reconstructed Essen Log Cabin – Preliminary Inventory (Wards – All)

Cc:

The Honorable James R. Bowlin, Mayor
The Honorable City Council of Wildwood
Sam Anselm, City Administrator
John A. Young, City Attorney
Rick Brown, P.E. and P.T.O.E., Director of Public Works
Kathy Arnett, Assistant Director of Planning and Parks

The Department of Planning and Parks has been presenting information to the Historic Preservation
Commission (HPC) over the last few years about the reconstruction of the Essen Log Cabin. This string
of information has included the discussion of its donation by the Karst Family to the City of Wildwood,
the responses to the cabin’s theft and recovery, the on-going storage of the logs, solicitation of bids of
the cabin’s reconstruction, the inability to receive bids from the contracting community, and the need
to create a set of plans for the contracting community to use, when providing responses in this regard.
Along with this information, the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) has also been asked about its
preference for the location of the cabin’s reconstruction. Given the status of the cabin’s reconstruction,
the location question was never fully vetted, nor direction provided in this regard.
With the recent efforts of the architectural consultant relative to the cabin’s condition, i.e. the logs, the
likelihood of its reconstruction, and other factors, this conversation on the potential location of the
cabin is needed, since, when plans and bid specifications are let, the contracting community will need
the location information to judge and assess costs, partially based on the site and its characteristics. To
this end, the Department of Planning and Parks has created a simple matrix for site comparisons to be
developed on the three (3) most likely sites for the cabin to be placed.
These sites have been discussed in general terms by the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) on
and off at meetings, but no formal approach or agenda item has been established for this decision.
Below is a starting point for this discussion and related decision.

Number/Characteristics/Park Identification

1.
2.
3.
4.

Access via Roads and Pedestrian Facilities
Visibility and Setting
Security
Location Assets (surrounding businesses, additional
parking, other historical assets, etc. )
5. Land Characteristics (woodlands, grades, floodplain, etc.)
6. Site Improvements, including Utilities
7. Historic Community Location
Total
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Note: Higher number indicates better characteristics. Whereas, lower number indicates less desirable characteristics.

In this matrix, a higher number indicates a better condition, while a lower number does not. The seven
(7) variables reflect key characteristics that have been identified over time by the members of this
Commission and others, when location discussions have been held. Other characteristics certainly exist
that could be added to the list, while the assignment of values can be very individualized, based upon
the opinion of the Commission Members and others. This matrix should be viewed as a starting point
for this information discussion, with refinements to follow, after tonight’s discussion at this meeting.
If any of the Commission Members have any questions or comments in this regard, please feel free to
contact the Department of Planning and Parks at (636) 458-0440. A presentation is also planned on this
agenda item at tonight's meeting. Thank you for your review of information and requested direction
on the same.

(2.)

City Hall Site, east side of South Parking Lot

City Hall Site, west side of Wildwood Farm Community Garden
(3.)

Community Park @ Bonhomme Creek Crossing, near Great Meadow

Great Meadow @ Community Park, view toward north
(4.)

Glencoe City Park, from parking lot, toward the northeast

(5.)

